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Abstract
One of the core products of VLBI is the rapid determination of the Earth rotation parameter, expressed through dUT1.Multiple
so-called Intensive observing programs exist that are observing dUT1 on a regular basis. Within this work, a detailed overview
over the last five years of the VLBI Intensive observing programs INT2 and INT3 is provided. INT2 sessions are typically
observed with a single baseline using a recording rate of 256Mbps while INT3 sessions are multi-baseline Intensives with
up to five stations and a recording rate of 1Gbps. The median dUT1 precision estimated from INT2 sessions is 10.5μs while
it is 5.9μs for INT3 sessions. The best performing INT2 baseline is between station MK-VLBA and WETTZELL with a
median dUT1 formal error of 6.4μs and showing only a small bias of −2.5μs w.r.t. the JPL EOP2 series. Starting in 2019,
the scheduling strategy of the INT3 sessions was significantly changed, leading to a reduction in the estimated average dUT1
formal errors by 25 % for 4-station sessions and 45 % for 5-stations sessions. Mid-2020, the same change was performed
for INT2 sessions, leading to a reduction in the average dUT1 mean formal error of up to 44 % for the baseline between
MK-VLBA and WETTZELL. It is further revealed that the precision of single-baseline INT3 analysis is not significantly
better than its INT2 counterpart, although a four-times higher data-rate is used. The reason for this is differences in scheduling
optimization. On average, the mean formal error of the best single-baseline INT3 analysis is 50 % higher compared to
utilizing the whole network. Besides analyzing dUT1 formal errors, the latency of the dUT1 results is compared for three
analysis centers. For INT3 sessions, results are typically available within 24 hours, while it takes two to three days for INT2
sessions, due to observations occurring on weekends. Overall, this work provides detailed insight into the INT2 and INT3
session performances while revealing a strong positive trend in the precision of dUT1 measurements over the last years due
to changes in the scheduling strategy.
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1 Introduction

The rapid determinationof theEarth rotation parameter is one
of the core objectives of geodetic VLBI. Therefore, specif-
ically designed so-called Intensive sessions are observed
every day (Robertson et al. 1985). These sessions aim to
determine dUT1, the difference between Universal Time
(UT1), defined by the Earth’s rotation angle w.r.t. a celestial
reference frame, and theCoordinatedUniversal Time (UTC),
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defined by a network of atomic clocks. Typically, Intensive
sessions are one hour long and are observed on a single base-
line with a low recording rate to reduce the amount of data
that has to be transferred and processed, ensuring a quick
release of dUT1 estimates. Due to the short duration and
small network size, only a limited amount of parameters can
be estimated during the analysis. Depending on the session,
analysis center (AC) and software, these typically include
the dUT1 offset, an offset or linear drift of the tropospheric
zenith wet delay, and a linear or quadratic clock model.

Within the International VLBI Service for Geodesy and
Astronomy (IVS) (Nothnagel et al. 2017), several Intensive
observing programs exist.

FromMonday to Friday, INT1 sessions are observed using
a 128 Mbps observing mode. Over the last years, several
improvements for INT1 sessions have been published. For
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example, Baver et al. (2012); Baver andGipson (2014, 2020)
studied improvements gained by using different radio source
lists. In the latest work, a source list, called “Balanced 50” is
proposed that improves the weighted dUT1 formal error by
2.6μs compared to previous source lists.

On Saturday and Sunday, INT2 sessions are observed
using a 256 Mbps observing mode. While most IVS observ-
ing modes typically distribute the observed bandwidth over
10 channels in X-band and 6 channels in S-band with one-bit
sampling, observations on the baseline MK-VLBA (USA)
and WETTZELL (Germany) are using 4 channels in X-
band and 4 channels in S-band with two-bit quantification.
With the release of a new VLBI scheduling software called
VieSched++ (Schartner and Böhm 2019), the INT2 Intensive
scheduling strategy was changed in 2020, leading to signifi-
cant improvements as will be reported in this work.

Additionally, everyMonday INT3 sessions are performed
using a 1 Gbps observing mode. INT3 sessions are typically
observed with a larger network of three to five stations, lead-
ing to three to ten baselines, althoughnot all of these baselines
are sensitive to dUT1 changes. Besides estimating dUT1 for
the full network simultaneously, some analysis centers also
provided single baseline dUT1estimates from INT3 sessions.
In 2019, the scheduling strategy of INT3 sessions was also
changed, similarly as done for INT2 sessions.

Additionally, so-called INT9 sessions between Wettzell
and AGGO (Argentina) are observed, utilizing a 1 Gbps
observing mode (Plötz et al. 2019). Although the baseline
is not necessarily optimal for Intensive observations, and
station AGGO has a lower sensitivity compared to other tele-
scopes, it was proposed that a mean formal error of 30μs
might be feasible with an increased session duration of two
hours.

Currently, almost all Intensive sessions are observed using
telescopes located in the Northern Hemisphere. The only
exception is INT9 sessions,with a baseline betweenGermany
and Argentina. In 2020, a Southern Hemisphere Intensive
programwas newly established. These Intensive sessions are
now observed weekly, between station HART15M (South
Africa), and the AuScope (Lovell et al. 2013) stations
HOBART12 (Australia), and YARRA12M (Australia).

Besides that, several other national Intensive programs
exist. For example, the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA)
has observed Intensive sessions since 2011 (Geiger et al.
2019), while the Russian Quasar network (Shuygina et al.
2019) has observed daily Intensive sessions since 2012 (Kur-
dubov and Melnikov 2014).

With the development of the VLBIGlobal Observing Sys-
tem (VGOS) (Petrachenko et al. 2012; Niell et al. 2018), new
Intensive baselines and observing programs were created,
observing with 8 Gbps distributed over four bands.

The first VGOS Intensive program was scheduled from
December 2019 until March 2020. These so-called VGOS-B

sessions were observed between the Onsala twin telescopes
(Sweden) and ISHIOKA (Japan) (Haas et al. 2021). They
derived dUT1 results with a mean formal error of 4.5μs and
showed good agreement w.r.t. the IERS Bulletin B series.
Based on their analysis, the VGOS Intensives achieved three
to four times lower formal uncertainties in dUT1 compared
to the legacy S/X-band sessions that were observed simul-
taneously. From November 2020 until May 2021, further
VGOS-B sessions were performed at the same baseline and
even extended by VGOS-C sessions.

Another VGOS Intensive program, called V2, started in
March 2020 and was observed between station KOKEE12M
(USA) and WETTZ13S (Germany). Preliminary analysis
results presented byMondal et al. (2021) depict a dUT1mean
formal error of about 5.9μs with a μs-level bias between
VGOS and S/X dUT1 estimates, highlighting good agree-
ment between the different networks. However, they reported
that a further investigation of the differences between VGOS
and S/X is needed.

Over the last years, conceptual improvements of Intensive
sessions were studied as well. While some studies focused
on improving dUT1 accuracy by tagging along a third station
(Kareinen et al. 2017), other research focused on improv-
ing Intensive sessions through a special scheduling approach
for twin telescopes (Leek et al. 2015). Recently, a study by
(Schartner et al. 2021) identified optimal VLBI Intensive
baseline geometry based on large-scale Monte-Carlo sim-
ulations of artificial VGOS telescopes located on a regular
latitude-longitude grid.

The objective of this paper is to provide a detailed
overview over the current status of the INT2 and INT3 Inten-
sive programs operated by the IVS Operation Center DACH
since this has not been studied in previous literature, aswell as
to report on improvements gainedby changing the scheduling
strategy. By investigating analysis results of 621 INT2 and
INT3 sessions from several IVS ACs, comparisons between
mean formal errors of individual baselines and networks are
highlighted in Sect. 3.1. Additionally, INT3 single baseline
analysis results are compared in Section 3.2. Comparisons
w.r.t. JPL EOP2 and the IERS C04 series are presented in
Section 3.3 and an evaluation of the latency between obser-
vation start and published analysis report is performed in
Sect. 3.4. Finally, some station-, baseline- and source-based
statistics are presented in Section 3.5, Section 3.6, and Sec-
tion 3.7, respectively.

A special emphasis is laid on comparisons of improve-
ments gained by changing the scheduling strategy over the
last years, as discussed in Sect. 4, while Sect. 5 concludes
the work.
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Fig. 1 Stations participating in INT2 and INT3 sessions

2 Data

The analysis of the INT2 and INT3 session performance is
done based on the publicly available files at the IVS data cen-
ters1. This work focuses on the performance of all sessions
after the replacement of station TSUKUB32 with ISHIOKA
at the end of 2016 until session Q21226 (INT2) and Q21214
(INT3) in August 2021, which are the most recent sessions
at the time the manuscript was written. In total, there have
been 623 Intensive sessions, 446 INT2 and 177 INT3. While
the INT2 session is mainly observed on a single baseline,
the INT3 sessions are mostly observed using an extended
network of up to five stations.

Figure 1 depicts a map of the stations that are most fre-
quently participating in INT2 and INT3 session, namely
ISHIOKA(Is),KOKEE (Kk),MK-VLBA(Mk),NYALES20
(Ny), SESHAN25 (Sh),WETTZ13N(Wn), andWETTZELL
(Wz). All of these stations are located in the northern hemi-
sphere.

The distributed schedule files were used to gain infor-
mation about the scheduled station network. Based on the
schedule files, operation notes files were generated using
VieSched++ and parsed to calculate statistics regarding the
number of observations, the number of observed sources, the
sky-coverage scores and other metrics.

The estimated dUT1 precision, defined through the dUT1
formal errors, was taken from the EOP-I files provided by
various IVS ACs. The number of INT2 and INT3 sessions
included in the EOP-I files varies between ACs:

1 https://ivscc.gsfc.nasa.gov/products-data/data.html.

– BKG (bkg2020a) (Engelhardt et al. 2021): 608 sessions
– GSF (gsf2020a) (MacMillan et al. 2021): 621 sessions
– GSI (gsiint2c) (Takagi and Hayashi 2021a): 444 sessions
– IAA (iaa2021a) (Gribanova et al. 2021): 546 sessions
– OPA (opa2021i) (Lambert et al. 2021): 207 sessions
– USN (usn2021b) (Johnson et al. 2021): 617 sessions
– VIE (Böhm et al. 2021): 423 sessions

While all EOP-I files are available at the IVS data centers2,
the VIE solution was downloaded from their webpage3 since
they do not yet upload their solution to the IVS servers. In
case ofmulti-baseline Intensives, someACs such as GSF and
USN provide solutions for the full network as well as single-
baseline solutions.Within thiswork, the full network solution
is investigated, except for Sect. 3.2, where the single-baseline
solutions are compared with the full network solution.

Finally, statistics regarding the station, source, and base-
line performancewere extracted from the so-called spoolfiles
that are provided by GSF, USN and BKG.

3 Results

3.1 dUT1 precision

The main objective of VLBI Intensive sessions is to obtain
highly accurate dUT1 measurements. To quantify the dUT1
session precision, the formal errors listed within the EOP-I
files of various ACs were compared.

While the correlation of the estimated dUT1 values is
close to 1.00 between almost all ACs, Fig. 2 depicts the cor-
relation of the reported dUT1 formal errors. The left plot
displays the correlation coefficient while the right plot lists
the number of corresponding sessions analyzed by both ACs.
High correlation is visible between GSF and USN (0.91) and
between GSF and BKG (0.74). This is not surprising since
all three analysis centers are using the same software, namely
Calc/Solve (Ma 1978; Bolotin et al. 2014), in the analysis,
while VIE uses VieVS (Böhm et al. 2018), GSI uses C5++
(Hobiger et al. 2010), IAA uses OCCAM/GROSS (Malkin
and Skurikhina 2005), and OPA uses Calc/Solve. It is also
to note that the results from IAA w.r.t. the reported formal
errors do not agree well with the rest of the analysis cen-
ters which has to be further investigated. OPA provides the
least number of analyzed sessions, less than half compared
to the other ACs. GSI only provides INT2 results. Later, in
Section 3.3, correlations between the differences of the esti-
mated dUT1 values and the JPL EOP2 and IERS C04 time
series are further provided.

2 https://ivscc.gsfc.nasa.gov/products-data/products.html#eopi.
3 https://www.vlbi.at/index.php/products/.
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Fig. 2 Left: Correlation
between reported dUT1
precision from various analysis
centers. Right: Number of
corresponding sessions

For a more in-depth analysis of the session performances
the GSF solution was selected since it agrees well with other
solutions, while providing the most complete data set.

Figure 3 depicts the dUT1 formal error, σdUT1, from the
gsf2020a solution. In the left figure, the INT2 result is visu-
alized. Overall, the mean σdUT1 for INT2 sessions is 12.9μs
with a minimum of 3.8μs for session Q21052 (MkWz) and
a median of 10.5μs. It can be seen that the precision is quite
homogeneous for the IsWz baseline and the KkWz base-
line. Starting mid of 2020, many sessions were observed
usingMkWz.Most of these sessions have lower dUT1 formal
errors and less scatter in the dUT1 formal errors. The mean
σdUT1 for MkWz is 8.5 ± 5.7μs, with ± denoting the single
standard deviation, while it is 12.1 ± 6.1μs for IsWz, and
14.6 ± 6.9μsKkWz. Themedian σdUT1 forMkWz is 6.4μs,
while it is 10.7μs for IsWz and 13.7μs for KkWz. As a ref-
erence, the average mean formal error from the roughly one
thousand INT1 KkWz dUT1 estimates over the same period
is at a comparable level, with 15.5 ± 8.8μs after removing
some obvious outliers.

In the work by Schartner et al. (2021), the theoretical
Intensive baseline performancew.r.t. its geometry is analyzed
based on simulations using VGOS-style telescopes. In that
work, the baselineKkWzandMkWzperformed equallywell,
while IsWz showed 25 % lower performance. Compared to
the actual results, with IsWz performing 40 % worse com-
pared toMkWzandKkWzperforming 70%worse compared
to MkWz, it is obvious that the different baseline geometries
cannot explain the differences in obtained dUT1 precision.
The remaining difference can be explained by the antenna
characteristics. The sensitivity of Mk is four times higher in
X-band compared to Is and Kk. In S-band it is two times
higher compared to Kk and four times higher compared to
Is. Reasons for the increased sensitivity is the larger dish size
of 25 meters for Mk compared to 20 meters for Kk and 13.2
meters for Is as well as different receiver electronics used
at the stations. Although Mk has the lowest slew speed, the
higher sensitivity and the resulting lower integration times
result in a larger total number of observations per session,

as can be seen later in Fig. 11, resulting in a higher dUT1
precision.

The right plot in Fig. 3 depicts the comparison of formal
errors for the INT3 network. It can be seen that in general,
these results are significantly more precise compared to the
INT2 results. The mean σdUT1 for INT3 sessions is 7.3μs,
with a minimum of 2.6μs for session Q19315 (IsNyWnWz)
and a median of 5.9μs. However, one has to keep in mind
that they are observed with a bigger network and higher data
rate. One can also see that there might be a seasonal signal
within the σdUT1 values. The reason for this seasonal signal is
unclear and has to be studied further. It might be explained by
the different tropospheric conditions, especially w.r.t. water
vapor. Another possible explanation would be a poorer visi-
bility of strong, compact radio sources during these times of
the year.

3.2 INT3 single baseline results

As already noted, the INT3 sessions are typically observed
using a network with more than two stations and thus mul-
tiple baselines. In contrast to the full session analysis, some
ACs, such asUSN andGSF, provide single baseline solutions
as well. They are used to gain a consistent dUT1 estimation
time series per baseline. Figure 4 depicts the estimated aver-
age dUT1 formal errors from various INT3 single baseline
solutions based on the GSF solution.

The left figure compares the average performance of the
IsWz baseline from INT3 sessions with the average perfor-
mance of the same baseline from INT2 sessions. Although
INT3 is observed with a four times higher data-rate, the aver-
age dUT1 formal errors are only slightly improved. Themean
σdUT1 is 12.1μs for INT3 sessions and 13.5μs for INT2
sessions. The main reason why the INT3 IsWz results are
not significantly better compared to the INT2 results is the
difference in scheduling. The INT3 sessions are nowadays
optimized for an analysis using the full network. This means
that all stations are always observing all scans together lead-
ing to the highest possible number of observations, as further
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Fig. 3 Reported dUT1 precision from GSF color-coded by network. Left: INT2 baselines observed in at least 10 sessions. Right: INT3 networks
observed in at least 5 sessions

Fig. 4 Left: Comparison of
IsWz results from INT2 and
INT3 sessions. Center: Single
baseline results from INT3
sessions. Right: comparison of
best INT3 single baseline result
and full INT3 network result

discussed in Sect. 4.2. It is known that for dUT1 estimation,
observations of sources located in the cusps of the mutually
visible sky aremost valuable for achieving the highest quality
results (Nothnagel and Campbell 1991; Uunila et al. 2012;
Baver and Gipson 2015; Schartner et al. 2021). In practice,
this means that observations conducted at low elevation for
all stations are preferable. In the INT3 sessions, the mutually
visible sky is not only restricted by two stations, as it is the
case for INT2 sessions, but by all participating stations. This
leads to a higher minimum elevation that can be observed
and thus observations located further away from the cusps of
the mutually visible sky from the single baseline.

Additionally, in the INT3 sessions, all stations always have
to wait for the slowest station to finish slewing until the next
scan can start, leading to a lower total number of scans in
case slower slewing telescopes participate. Some INT2 and
INT3 stations have significantly lower slew rates compared
to others. For example, station Sh has a slew rate of only 56
degrees per minute in azimuth and 30 degrees per minute in
elevation, while station Wz achieves 240 degrees per minute
in azimuth and 90 degrees per minute in elevation. Other
stations such as Wn and Is are VGOS-style radio telescopes

with a slew rate of 720 degrees per minute in azimuth and
360 (Wn), or 180 (Is) degrees per minute in elevation.

Overall, this leads to INT3 sessions that are less optimized
for single baseline analysis compared to INT2 sessions,
explaining the results of Fig. 4. However, it is to note that
the full network analysis results still outperform the INT2
precision by far, as can be seen in Fig. 3.

Themiddle plot in Fig. 4 depicts the results of INT3 single
baseline analysis grouped by the individual baselines. On
average, the IsWn and IsWz baselines perform best, followed
by ShWn and ShWz.

The right plot in Fig. 4 compares the best performing sin-
gle baseline per INT3 session with the full network results.
While the best performing single baseline result has an aver-
age σdUT1 of 11.1μs, the average full network INT3 σdUT1 is
7.3μs. Thus, the best single baseline precision is on average
50 % worse compared to the full network analysis.

3.3 Comparison with JPL EOP2 and IERS C04

To further assess the quality of the INT2 and INT3 results,
Fig. 5 depicts the difference between the reported dUT1 esti-
mate from the GSF Intensive analysis results and the dUT1
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Fig. 5 Difference between estimated dUT1 values of GSF solution and JPL EOP2 result, color-coded by network. The JPL EOP2 dUT1 mean
formal errors are depicted in gray. Top: INT2 baselines observed in at least 10 sessions. Bottom: INT3 networks observed in at least 5 sessions

value reported in the JPL EOP2 series (Chin et al. 2009).
Outlier values are depicted at ±100μs.

To interpolate the daily JPLEOP2 solution to the Intensive
reference epochs, first, tidal effects with periods < 35 days,
provided within the IERS conventions (Petit and Luzum
2010, Chapter 8), were subtracted, followed by a Lagrangian
interpolation of order four to the Intensive reference epochs
and re-addingof the previously subtracted tidal effects.Based
on this analysis, it can be seen that most of the reported Inten-
sive dUT1 results agree at the level of ±50μs with the JPL
EOP2 solution.

Table 1 lists the biases and standard deviation (std) of the
estimated dUT1 values w.r.t. JPL EOP2, grouped by indi-

Table 1 Bias and standard deviation (std) w.r.t. JPL EOP2 solution

bias μs std μs

IsWz KkWz MkWz IsWz KkWz MkWz

BKG 2.5 −7.3 1.9 18.2 23.4 14.6

GSF −7.3 −9.0 −2.5 35.3 20.8 12.4

GSI 6.1 −5.7 −0.5 36.5 25.6 14.9

IAA 6.5 −12.5 2.5 39.0 28.4 24.0

OPA −22.1 −16.2 – 75.5 15.9 –

USN 15.8 −1.8 −15.1 33.5 22.6 13.4

VIE −1.7 −5.8 4.8 18.4 21.6 9.7

vidual baseline solutions from different ACs. It can be seen
that most biases are at the μs-level. The solutions of ACs
VIE and BKG all have a bias below 10μs. Most ACs have
a low bias for baseline MkWz, except of USN with a bias of
−15.1μs. The reason why biases and, in general, discrepan-
cies are present might be explained by the different software
packages used, as well as different analysis parameteriza-
tions and different a priori information such as terrestrial
and celestial reference frames. For example, some ACs use
ITRF2014 (Altamimi et al. 2016) and ICRF3 (Charlot et al.
2020) directly while others use their own reference frame
solution aligned on ITRF2014 and ICRF3.

Regarding std, it can be seen that for all ACs, baseline
MkWz has the best performance, further confirming that this
baseline performs best.

For the INT3 sessions, there is not enough data to reliably
estimate bias or std estimation. However, based on the GSF
solution, it can be stated that most networks have a small neg-
ative bias of below 10μs except of the network NyShWnWz
with a positive bias of 13.8μs. The std is between 8.2μs
and 16.2μs for the networks including station Is, while it is
significantly higher (≈ 35μs) for networks without station
Is.

A similar analysis was performed using the IERS EOP
14 CO4 series (Bizouard et al. 2018) as reference. However,
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Fig. 6 Difference between estimated dUT1 values of GSF solution and IERS EOP 14 C04, color-coded by network. The IERS EOP 14 C04 dUT1
mean formal errors are depicted in gray. Top: INT2 baselines observed in at least 10 sessions. Bottom: INT3 networks observed in at least 5 sessions

based on this series, larger and time-dependent biases were
visible as can be seen in Fig. 6.

In particular, the INT2 sessions analysis results of GSF
during 2017 displayed a linear trend w.r.t. IERS C04 lead-
ing to a negative bias. In the year 2021, a positive bias is
visible. Additionally, the dUT1 mean formal errors reported
in the IERS C04 series had several jumps, as well as time-
dependent changes. For example, the reported uncertainties
before the end of 2017 are very noisy compared to the
reported values after 2018.

Nevertheless, Table 2 lists the biases and std w.r.t. IERS
C04. Here, especially baseline KkWz has a very low bias in
the solutions of all ACs. The std values are at the same level
compared to the comparisons w.r.t. JPL EOP2, except for
baseline MkWz, which shows significantly higher std w.r.t.
IERS C04.

Finally, Fig. 7 depicts the weighted average correlation
coefficients between the difference of the estimated INT2
dUT1 values and the JPL EOP2 solution (left) and IERS C04
(right) between various ACs. First, the difference between
the estimated dUT1 value and JPL EOP2 and IERS C04 is
calculated. Next, the correlation coefficient is calculated for
each of the three INT2 baselines individually. Finally, the
average correlation coefficient is calculated, weighted by the
number of sessions observed on this baseline and analyzed
by both ACs.

It can be seen that all ACs agree well with each other
except of IAA. The reason why the correlation coefficients
for IAA are lower has to be further investigated. In general,
correlations w.r.t. IERS C04 are slightly higher compared to
correlations w.r.t. JPL EOP2. However, it has to be noted that
IERS C04 was likely selected as the a priori EOP series in
the analysis, which might have a positive effect. It is also to
note that some ACs, like OPA, submitted significantly fewer
solutions as can be seen in Fig. 2.

3.4 Latency

One of the key requirements of VLBI intensive sessions is
a short latency between observations and analysis results.
Therefore, the sessions are usually only observed over one
hour using a small network to ensure a fast turnaround time.

Figure 8 depicts latency between the session start time
and the release of the analysis report. The release time of
the analysis report was taken from the spoolfiles uploaded
to the IVS data centers. Within the spoolfiles, the local time
is reported, which was converted to UTC. The spoolfiles are
only provided by three ACs, namely GSF, USN and BKG.
At the IVS data centers, the GSF and USN analysis center
started uploading spoolfiles at the end of 2017. In total, GSF
uploaded 484 spoolfiles while USN uploaded 404 spoolfiles.
The BKG analysis center started uploading spoolfiles in mid
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Table 2 Bias and standard deviation (std) w.r.t. IERS C04 solution

bias μs std μs

IsWz KkWz MkWz IsWz KkWz MkWz

BKG −2.2 −0.8 14.9 18.0 21.4 27.2

GSF −11.9 −1.8 10.4 36.8 23.9 26.2

GSI 2.0 1.2 12.4 37.2 25.1 25.0

IAA 2.3 −3.2 15.5 39.9 32.3 31.7

OPA −17.5 8.4 – 76.7 21.0 –

USN 11.3 5.4 −2.1 34.4 21.2 26.6

VIE −1.5 2.0 19.0 20.5 22.8 26.0

of 2019 for the INT3 sessions and end of 2019 for the INT2
sessions. In total, BKG uploaded 154 spoolfiles.

Most of the INT3 sessions (right column) are analyzed
within the first 24 hours, whilemost of the INT2 sessions (left
column) take two to three days until the analysis is performed.
The fast turnaround time for INT3 is especially noteworthy
since these sessions are observed with a high data rate and
a large number of stations, resulting in more data that has
to be transferred and processed. Here, the cooperation of
the station personnel, the correlator in Bonn (Bernhart et al.
2021) and the ACs works very well.

The delay in releasing the INT2 results can be explained
by the session observing time. INT2 sessions are observed
on Saturdays and Sundays, while the analysis is typically
performed onMondays. It can clearly be seen that the major-
ity of sessions with a latency of 24-48 hours are sessions

Fig. 7 Left: Weighted average
correlation coefficient of
estimated INT2 dUT1 values
w.r.t. JPL EOP2 solution
between various ACs (after bias
removal). Right: Same w.r.t.
IERS C04

Fig. 8 Time difference between session start time and distributed analysis report. Rows: Performance of individual analysis centers. Columns:
Performance of individual observing programs. Outlier values are grouped in the last (red) bar
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observed on Sundays, while the majority of sessions with a
latency of 48-72 hours are sessions observed on Saturdays.

In Fig. 8, it is also visible that the solution of BKG tends
to have a lower latency compared to GSF and USN. This
might be explained by the EU and US time difference and
the resulting different UTC working hours.

Finally, it is to note that this latency investigation only
considers ACs submitting spoolfiles to the IVS. The latency
of other ACs can be different. One noteworthy case is theGSI
AC, which is responsible for the submission of the INT2 ses-
sions. The GSI AC developed a fully automated pipeline for
correlation and analysis of the INT2 sessions. The correla-
tion is automatically performed using the “rapid_” programs
(Takagi and Hayashi 2021b). The automated analysis of the
INT2 sessions is performed using “rapid_c5pp,” which runs
c5++ (Hobiger et al. 2010) to estimate dUT1 with a latency
of approximately one to two hours only (Takagi and Hayashi
2021a).

3.5 Station performance

In Table 3, statistics of station performances are collected.
The statistics are extracted from the spoolfiles uploaded

to the IVS data centers with the exception of the number of
scheduled observations, which is extracted from the schedule
files directly since the reported values in the spoolfiles only
contain the number of successfully observed and correlated
observations and not the number of scheduled observations.
Within the spoolfiles, theweighted rootmean squared (wrms)
error per station is provided. In Table 3, column “mean wrms
[ps]” lists the average value of the station-wrms error from all
sessions, while column “std wrms [ps]” lists their standard
deviation.

It is to note that not all sessions are represented within
this analysis because there are not spoolfiles for all sessions
available. In particular, there are no spoolfiles for the earli-
est sessions included in this study. In case multiple analysis
centers uploaded spoolfiles, the priority was set on reports
provided by GSF, followed by USN, followed by BKG to
ensure that only one spoolfile per session is used. In case
multiple spoolfiles were uploaded by one AC, the latest ver-
sion was used. In total, there are spoolfiles for 514 different
sessions.

Based on this investigation, it can be seen that the lowest
mean wrms was obtained by stationWz, followed byMk and
Ny. StationWz also participated in themost sessions andwas
also obtaining the highest number of observations. Station Sh
has a highwrms as well as a high scatter in its performance. It
can also be seen that observations withWn provided the low-
est fraction of usable observations. However, this can mostly
be explained by the local baseline WnWz (see Sect. 3.6),
which was removed in the correlation and analysis in many
sessions.

3.6 Baseline performance

Similar to Table 3, Table 4 lists baseline-based statistics
obtained by analyzing the provided spoolfiles.

It can be seen that the Baseline NyWz and MkWz have
the lowest mean wrms followed by IsWz. It can also be seen,
that, by far, the most observations were conducted on the
baseline IsWz due to the high number of INT2 sessions on
this baseline.

The local baselineWnWz has the lowest fraction of obser-
vations used within the analysis with respect to scheduled
observations. In early sessions, problems with the phase cal-
ibration signal during correlation led to a deselection of this
baseline. This was later resolved by applying a notch-filter
on the affected frequencies. For the determination of dUT1,
the loss of the local baseline is not critical, since it does not
contribute to dUT1measurements. Fortunately, the baselines
with the highest fraction of usable observations are the main
Intensive baselines IsWz, KkWz and MkWz.

It is to note that the numbers in Table 3 and Table 4 do
not match 100% since sometimes stations were added in tag-
alongmodewithout changing the official schedule. However,
the differences are minimal and do not affect the result.

3.7 Source Performance

Finally, some source-based statistics are provided within this
section. In total, 108 different sources were observed in the
INT2 and INT3 sessions. Figure 9 depicts the source distri-
bution in right ascension and declination.

In the left plot, the marker-size corresponds to the number
of sessions inwhich the source is observed, while the number
of observations is color-coded. The majority of observations
focus on high-declination sources, which is unsurprising
given that all stations are located in the northern hemisphere
as can be seen in Fig. 1. The right plot presents the fraction
of usable observations per source as indicated by the marker
size and the color codes used for the mean wrms. From the
108 observed sources, only three yields less than 50% usable
observations. On average, per source, 72 % of the observa-
tions are usable in the analysis.

Table 5 lists the ten sources most and least often success-
fully observedwithin the INT2 and INT3 observing program.

Here, the imbalance of the observations per source is vis-
ible. The most observed source is 1803+784 followed by
0059+581. Both sources have a reasonable low mean wrms
of below 40 ps. On the other side, some sources that are only
rarely observed have a high mean wrms or a low fraction
of usable observations. For example, source 0256-005 was
scheduled in 89 observations out of which only nine were
finally used in the analysis.
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Table 3 Station-based statistics. Column “mean wrms” lists the mean
weighted root mean squared (wrms) error per station of individual INT2
and INT3 sessions. Column “std wrms” lists their standard deviation.
Column “#sessions” lists the number of sessions in which the station

participated. Column “#obs” lists the number of observations used
within the analysis. Column “#sched” lists the number of scheduled
observations. Column “frac” denotes the ratio of the number of obser-
vations used in the analysis and the number of scheduled observations

name mean wrms [ps] std wrms [ps] #sessions #obs #sched frac

ISHIOKA (Is) 52.25 23.28 320 17702 20842 0.85

KOKEE (Kk) 64.79 25.32 60 1697 1898 0.89

MK-VLBA (Mk) 50.08 27.63 82 3039 3488 0.87

NYALES20 (Ny) 53.41 31.16 127 11223 15129 0.74

SESHAN25 (Sh) 60.72 71.97 72 5703 7401 0.77

WETTZ13N (Wn) 66.48 19.91 137 9490 16005 0.59

WETTZELL (Wz) 49.20 21.99 504 24261 30184 0.80

Table 4 Statistics of baselines
observed in the INT2 and INT3
programs. Column description
can be found in caption of
Table 3

name mean wrms [ps] std wrms [ps] #sessions #obs #sched frac

IsNy 65.39 40.19 100 3219 3947 0.82

IsSh 95.81 123.46 24 593 807 0.73

IsWn 70.90 17.67 93 2632 3775 0.70

IsWz 50.36 21.25 317 10927 11745 0.93

KkWz 64.75 25.53 59 1679 1872 0.90

MkWz 49.78 27.80 82 2972 3413 0.87

NySh 80.71 100.09 51 1088 1740 0.63

NyWn 80.23 27.28 115 2753 4379 0.63

NyWz 44.93 32.55 126 3935 4831 0.81

ShWn 65.52 32.68 64 1815 2316 0.78

ShWz 57.25 74.46 70 2161 2508 0.86

WnWz 60.49 35.67 135 2174 5322 0.41

Fig. 9 Overview of sources observed in INT2 and INT3 sessions. “fraction” denotes the ratio between observations used within the analysis and
schedules observations

Two further tables where the sources are sorted by the
mean wrms and by the fraction of used observations can be
found in appendix.

4 Comparison of scheduling approaches

Originally, the INT2 and INT3 sessionswere scheduled using
sked (Gipson 2016). Since end of January 2019 (session
Q19021), the INT3 sessions started to be scheduled using

VieSched++. Since end of March 2020 (session Q20081),
the INT2 sessions were scheduled using VieSched++ except
of baseline MkWz, which started using VieSched++ mid of
September 2020 (session Q20256). From mid-2020 onward,
all INT2 and INT3 sessions were scheduled fully auto-
matically using AI-based scheduling parameter selection
described in Schartner et al. (2021). Starting in the year 2021,
the INT2 and INT3 sessions have been officially assigned to
the newly created IVS operations center DACH.Overall, 405
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Table 5 Statistics of the ten
most and least successfully
observed sources. Column
description can be found in
caption of Table 3

name mean wrms [ps] std wrms [ps] #sessions #obs #sched frac

1803+784 32.70 24.38 472 1819 2157 0.84

0059+581 38.52 30.81 424 1683 2029 0.83

0016+731 47.37 36.64 457 1645 2057 0.80

0716+714 36.10 25.76 433 1608 1880 0.86

3C371 43.30 32.20 383 1441 1791 0.80

0955+476 45.51 29.17 309 1292 1588 0.81

0133+476 47.79 32.88 303 1270 1487 0.85

1039+811 40.87 26.59 288 1237 1502 0.82

2229+695 53.62 38.83 315 1214 1595 0.76

0529+483 44.21 30.26 255 1133 1369 0.83

0641+392 52.04 52.60 14 22 40 0.55

0345+460 81.68 115.70 13 19 26 0.73

0920+390 51.08 55.66 18 19 21 0.90

2325+093 51.23 45.27 10 18 26 0.69

0418+532 50.52 88.47 20 17 29 0.59

1101+384 71.24 43.85 17 17 18 0.94

0727-115 94.36 52.28 11 16 18 0.89

1226+373 124.85 117.01 10 15 17 0.88

0256-005 26.02 51.24 17 9 89 0.10

2356+385 31.28 55.12 11 3 11 0.27

sessions were scheduled using sked and, so far, 221 sessions
have been scheduled using VieSched++.

With the change of the scheduling software also came
a change in the scheduling strategy. The new VieSched++
schedules are generated using a special Intensive scheduling
algorithm, described in Schartner et al. (2021), Appendix A.
This algorithm puts special favor on observations of sources
located in the cusps of themutually visible sky, as already dis-
cussed in Sect. 3.2. Additionally, for every session not only
one schedule, but over one thousand schedules are gener-
ated. Every schedule is further simulated one thousand times.
From this pool of possible schedules, the best one is selected
by comparing the simulated precision of dUT1 based on its
mean dUT1 formal error and its repeatability value, aswell as
the number of scheduled observations and the average station
sky-coverage score.

The sky-coverage score is a metric used to quantify how
equally distributed the observations are w.r.t. their azimuth
and elevation angles. During the analysis, equally distributed
observations, especially at different elevation angles, help
to distinguish delays caused by tropospheric influences e.g.,
from delays caused by clock drifts (Pany et al. 2011; Noth-
nagel et al. 2002). The sky-coverage score is calculated as
discussed in Schartner and Böhm (2020). First, the visible
sky above each station is distributed into 37 areas based on
azimuth and elevation using two different approaches. Next,
the first 30 minutes of observations are selected and the num-
ber of areas in which observations are occurring is counted.

This is repeated for observations between minutes 15 and 45
as well as 30 and 60. Finally, the number of observed areas is
counted and normalized by the total number of areas. Thus,
the sky-coverage score is between zero and one, with one
indicating a perfect sky-coverage where every tested time
interval includes observations within every area.

In the next subsections, comparisons between the per-
formance of sessions scheduled with sked and sessions
scheduled with VieSched++ using the new scheduling strat-
egy are discussed.

4.1 INT2

Within the INT2 observing program, themost observed INT2
networks are IsWz, KkWz, and MkWz. All of these base-
lines were scheduled at least 20 times using both, sked and
VieSched++. This offers the possibility to compare the ses-
sion performance based on scheduling strategies. Figure 10
depicts the average σdUT1 per baseline as reported in the GSF
EOP-I file.

In all cases, the sessions scheduledwithVieSched++using
the new strategy provided higher precision of the dUT1
estimates, compared to the sessions scheduled with sked.
For the IsWz baseline, the σdUT1 were reduced by 11 %,
from 12.4 ± 6.3μs to 11.0 ± 4.3μs. In case of the KkWz
baseline, the improvement is 32 %, from 17.2 ± 7.7μs to
11.7 ± 4.6μs, while it is 44 % for baseline MkWz, from
11.7 ± 5.7μs to 6.6 ± 4.7μs.
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Fig. 10 Reported dUT1 precision for different INT2 baselines
(observed in at least 10+ sessions) scheduledwith sked andVieSched++
as well as the number of observed sessions

Figure 11 gives an explanation how these improvements
were achieved.

The top row depicts the number of observed sources per
session, the middle row depicts the number of observations
per sessions, the bottom row depicts the sky-coverage score
per session, as discussed previously. For a better visual com-
parison, normalized histograms are displayed.

The first column depicts the results of the IsWz base-
line. On average, the number of different sources that are
observed per session is increased by 34 %. This is advanta-
geous since it means that unmodeled effects caused by source
structure are better averaged out and a session is less sensi-
tive to source-losses in the analysis. Additionally, the number
of observations is on average increased by 26 % while the
sky-coverage score is improved by 28 %.

For the KkWz baseline (second column in Fig. 11), the
main difference is the number of observations per session
which was improved by a factor of two. Additionally, the
number of different observed sources per session as well as
the sky-coverage score was slightly increased as well. The
significant difference in number of observations might be
explainedby the different source selection of the two schedul-
ing software packages leading to different observing duration
per scan, as well as the different sequence of scans leading
to different slew times between scans.

For the MkWz baseline (third column in Fig. 11), the sit-
uation is similar. Here, the improvement in terms of number
of observations per session is 71 % while the number of
observed sources and the sky-coverage score is not increased.

4.2 INT3

Within the INT3 observing program, the station network
changes frequently. Based on the GSF EOP-I record, there
are three networks that were scheduled at least 5 times with

VieSched++ and sked, namely IsNyWz, IsNyWnWz, and
IsNyShWnWz. Figure 12 depicts the dUT1 precision of these
three networks.

Based on this analysis, the reported σdUT1 for IsNyWnWz
sessions could be reduced by 25 %, from 6.1 ± 2.0μs to
4.5 ± 1.0μs. For the network IsNyShWnWz, the improve-
ment is 45 %, from 6.3 ± 1.7μs to 3.5 ± 0.5μs. However, it
is to note that the sample size for the IsNyShWnWz network
is relatively small with less than ten session each.

In case of the three-station network IsNyWz the result
is 12 % worse using the new scheduling strategy. The
average mean formal errors increased from 6.4 ± 1.9μs to
7.2 ± 2.3μs. Here, it is to note that for the IsNyWz network,
only three out of the seven sessionswere originally scheduled
with these three stations for the sked-sessions, and only four
out of twelve sessions were originally scheduled with these
three stations for the VieSched++-sessions. The remaining
sessions were scheduled using a large network with some
stations dropping out, typically due to technical problems.
Therefore, the schedulingwas based onmore stations leading
to sub-optimal results during the analysis. Thismeans that the
results of the IsNyWz network do not represent the schedul-
ing performance adequately. In all of these cases, stationWn
was also scheduled, but failed to observe successfully.

To better understand the origin of the improvements,
Fig. 13 depicts the number of different sources per session,
the number of observations per session and the sky-coverage
score per session, similar as Fig. 11.

It can be seen that especially the number of observations
per session (middle row) was increased substantially. The
improvement is 34 % for IsNyWz, 53 % for IsNyWnWz,
and 86 % for IsNyShWnWz. The big improvement w.r.t.
number of observations for the IsNyShWnWz network can
be explained by the number of stations participating per scan,
as depicted in Fig. 14.

For the VieSched++ schedules, almost all scans were
observed with all five stations. In the sked schedules, 60 %
of the scans were observed with only two or three stations.
It is to note that also in sked, it would have been possible to
force the scheduling software to schedule all scans with all
stations together. Thus, the difference we are seeing here is
mostly a difference in the scheduling strategy and not in the
scheduling software.

Surprisingly, observing all scans with five stations does
not lead to decrease in the sky-coverage score as one would
expect. As can be seen in Fig. 13, the average sky-coverage
score is even slightly improved by 4%. Keeping in mind that
the reported σdUT1 are 82% higher using the sked scheduling
approach compared to the VieSched++ scheduling approach,
one can conclude that observing all scans with all stations
leads to better dUT1 estimates in general.
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Fig. 11 Normalized histograms of number of scheduled sources, number of scheduled observations, and sky-coverage score for selected INT2
baselines grouped by schedules generated using sked and schedules generated using VieSched++

5 Conclusion

Within this work, a detailed progress report on improving the
dUT1 estimates from INT2 and INT3 sessions is provided.
The average dUT1mean formal error for INT2 as reported in
the GSF EOP-I file (gsf2020a) is 12.9μs for INT2 sessions,
while it is 7.3μs for INT3 sessions.

More detailed analysis revealed that for INT2 session,
especially observations on the baseline MkWz lead to highly
precise dUT1 measurements with a mean dUT1 formal error
of 8.5μs and a median of 6.4μs based on the GSF results.
In comparison to the JPL EOP2 series, the estimated dUT1
values agree well and only a small μs-bias is present. While
it is evident that INT3 sessions outperform INT2 sessions
w.r.t. the estimated dUT1 formal errors, the biases and scat-
ter between the estimated dUT1 values and the JPL EOP2
reference series are at the same level. It is also revealed that
for the INT2 baselines, different biases exist between the dif-
ferent ACs. Furthermore, these biases are also different w.r.t.
IERS C04.

Regarding the latency of the released results, it is revealed
that the INT3 result is typically available within few hours.
The low latency for INT3 is especially noteworthy since
these sessions are observed with a larger network and using a
1 Gbps observing mode. This highlights that the processing

Fig. 12 Reported dUT1 precision for different INT3 networks
(observed in at least 5+ sessions) scheduled with sked and VieSched++
as well as the number of observed sessions. The dashed areas mark
sessions that were originally scheduled with a larger network but only
analyzed using the listed stations

chain from observation, correlation to analysis works very
well for INT3 sessions. For INT2 sessions, the latency from
the AC GSI is reported to be around one to two hours (Tak-
agi and Hayashi 2021a, b) since a fully automated analysis
pipeline is used. For AC where a manual analysis is con-
ducted, the latency is two to three days. The longer delay
in INT2 results is explained by the fact that the sessions
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Fig. 13 Normalized histograms of number of scheduled sources, number of scheduled observations, and sky-coverage score for selected INT3
networks grouped by schedules generated using sked and schedules generated using VieSched++

Fig. 14 Number of stations per scan for the INT3 sessionswith network
IsNyShWnWz. Inner bluewedges: Sessions scheduledwith sked. Outer
orange wedges: Sessions scheduled with VieSched++

are observed on weekends, while mostly being analyzed on
Mondays. Improved automation in the VLBI analysis might
help to reduce the INT2 latency by allowing the analysis to
be carried out without the need for human interaction.

Analysis of the single baseline results for INT3 sessions
reveals that no significant improvement in dUT1 precision
is gained for baseline IsWz comparing INT2 and INT3,
although four times higher data rate is used. This can be
explained by the differences in scheduling strategies, where
for the INT3 sessions, all participating stations restrict the
area of the commonly visible sky and slew times, while for

INT2, the schedule is optimized particularly for the IsWz
baseline.

Furthermore, some station-, source-, and baseline-
dependent statistics are provided. It is highlighted that the
main Intensive baselines IsWz, KkWz, and MkWz perform
well. The local baseline WnWz was often deselected in the
analysis leading to a low fraction of used observations in the
analysis. In future, the Intensive source list can be revisited
and potentially improved based on the source-based statistics
by removing some of the poorly performing sources in favor
of others.

Finally, improvements regarding the scheduling strategy
are highlighted. For almost all networks and baselines, the
new scheduling strategy outperforms the old one and leads
to significantly better mean formal errors during the analy-
sis. For the INT2 baseline IsWz, the mean formal error was
reduced by 11 %, while it was reduced by 32 % for KkWz
and 44 % for MkWz. For the INT3 networks, IsNyWnWz
showed an improvement of 25 % while IsNyShWnWz got
improved by 45 %. Only the mean formal errors of IsNyWz
increased by a total of 12 %, although it is to note that the
majority of these sessions were scheduled with an additional
fourth station and thus the schedules were not optimized
for the three-station analysis. Additionally, the number of
observations could be doubled in some cases, while more
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different sources are observed and the observations are bet-
ter distributed over the sky.

Overall, this has lead to a significant improvement in the
dUT1 estimates from INT2 and INT3 sessions over the last
years and highlights the good cooperation between the VLBI
operation center, the correlator and the analysis centers.
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Appendix

See Tables 6 and 7.

Table 6 Statistics of the ten
sources with the highest and
lowest mean wrms observed
within the INT2 and INT3
observing program. Column
description can be found in
caption of Table 3

name mean wrms [ps] std wrms [ps] #sessions #obs #sched frac

1226+373 124.85 117.01 10 15 17 0.88

0727-115 94.36 52.28 11 16 18 0.89

0345+460 81.68 115.70 13 19 26 0.73

0800+618 79.50 95.99 24 68 86 0.79

0736+017 76.68 47.48 16 73 99 0.74

0415+398 72.70 116.58 19 89 107 0.83

2318+049 72.35 32.27 29 197 271 0.73

1101+384 71.24 43.85 17 17 18 0.94

1123+264 70.68 47.29 20 54 92 0.59

1156+295 67.61 94.69 94 287 423 0.68

1751+288 37.11 19.35 96 419 515 0.81

1546+027 36.75 23.41 37 158 196 0.81

0716+714 36.10 25.76 433 1608 1880 0.86

0025+197 34.52 25.42 19 77 112 0.69

1800+440 33.62 29.54 30 86 134 0.64

1842+681 33.05 32.28 40 132 232 0.57

1803+784 32.70 24.38 472 1819 2157 0.84

2356+385 31.28 55.12 11 3 11 0.27

0256-005 26.02 51.24 17 9 89 0.10

NGC6251 19.47 34.73 42 23 44 0.52
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Table 7 Statistics of the ten
sources with the lowest fraction
of successful observations
(#obs) to scheduled
observations (#sched) of sources
observed within the INT2 and
INT3 observing program.
Column description can be
found in caption of Table 3

name mean wrms [ps] std wrms [ps] #sessions #obs #sched frac

0506+101 64.90 29.66 12 42 72 0.58

1929+226 39.79 42.66 17 44 76 0.58

1639+230 38.51 29.31 18 45 79 0.57

1842+681 33.05 32.28 40 132 232 0.57

0602+673 39.21 29.85 15 27 49 0.55

0641+392 52.04 52.60 14 22 40 0.55

NGC6251 19.47 34.73 42 23 44 0.52

1059+282 47.93 44.16 32 67 174 0.39

2356+385 31.28 55.12 11 3 11 0.27

0256-005 26.02 51.24 17 9 89 0.10
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